




My first collaboration with Joseph was on barotropic
fluid mechanics. 

One can quite easily write an energy principle so all  such 
AXIALLY SYMMETRICAL differentially rotating 

gravitating equilibria have stationary energy.

To study less symmetrical systems 
one needs an energy principle

that still holds out of axial symmetry.

To find such a principle one must use the Kelvin 
(or Helmholtz) Circulation Theorem                      .

for any closed curve moving with the fluid.

H
u.dl = const



A first class invariant is one whose value can be found at 
any time from the density and velocity fields then.

To use the Kelvin invariants one needs to know where
any initially chosen curve of fluid elements has got to now.

Kelvin’s are second class invariants (NOT first class).
The primary problem that Joseph and I solved was to turn 

the second class invariants of Kelvin into first class
invariants that can be used in an energy principle.
We then showed that all rotating equilibria were

stationary states of our energy principle
and that all minima of our principle were stable.



Iso-circulational flows and their Energy Principles*
LBK 1981 Proc Roy Soc A  378, 179-205

*Katz Continuous Lie groups, LB dynamics
A Lagrangian for Eulerian Fluid Mechanics
KLB 1982 Proc Roy Soc A  381, 263-274
The Dynamics of Iso-circulational flows

KLB 1985 G. Ap.Fluid Dynamics, 33,1-33 **
Consequences of one spring Researching with Chandra

LB 1996 Current Science 70, 789-799.
 Joseph’s student Asher Yahalom’s, Thesis*.

*There are several more papers. Most recently
Variational principles for topological barotropic F.D.

Yahalom, LB, 2014 G Ap F.D., 108, 667-685



Mach

My main topic is my long collaboration with Joseph on

INERTIA
Purely Relative Mechanics



Newton’s Bucket
The concavity of water rotating in a bucket depends on 

the rotation of the water, not the bucket’s rotation. 

Newton’s Globes
Imagine all material in the Universe removed save two

globes connected by a thread.
A  non-rotating frame is that in which there is no tension

in the thread. 



Ernst Mach
No-one can remove all other bodies from the Universe
so Newton’s globe experiment has never been done!

Newton’s bucket experiment does not show that 
rotation is absolute; it merely shows the rotation of the 

bucket does not affect the result.
Would the result have been the same had the 

bucket been heavy and MANY LEAGUES THICK ?

Mach suggested that inertial space was determined by an 
average of the positions and motions of masses themselves.



depends on observer
*

completely relative

How can we make a purely relative dynamics?
We must eliminate the dependence of   

on the Observer!
LBK did this by first minimising     over all

possible velocities of the observer,
which gives the      relative to the barycentre,

and then minimising over all rotating axes about the 
barycentre which gives no total angular momentum.
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The resulting dynamics takes the frame relative to which 
the universe has no angular momentum and applies 
Newton’s laws as though this were an inertial frame. 

This Machian dynamics agrees with Newton’s dynamics
for all Universes without angular momentum, J,

but disagrees for a universe with J non-zero.

LBK 1995 Phys Rev D 52, 7322-7324, 

One could do the same for Special Relativity 



In GR Joseph Katz, Jiri Bicak and I investigated acceleration 
and rotation of the local inertial frame induced in sympathy        

with moving bodies nearby

 i)An uncharged rest mass surrounded by an electrically 
accelerated charged massive spherical shell will accelerate 

in sympathy.                  .
ii)Inside a collapsing and slowly rotating massive spherical 
shell there are significant Coriolis and Euler forces in axes 
that do not rotate relative to infinity.                              .

(Lindblom and Brill 1974, Phys Rev D 10, 3151)
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ROTATION of Inertial Frames 
Following Lindblom and Brill consider a slowly rotating 

but rapidly collapsing massive spherical shell.  

 If you are inside it 
you feel NOTHING. 

Space-time is flat 
inside 

  
Stars  appear

to rotate backwards
 and become bluer.

!
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�In the perturbed Schwarzschild coordinates 
the inertial frame inside the sphere rotates 
immediately, even at the middle, in response 

to the rotation of the  shell,  WITHOUT 
Time-delay.  The light of the stars
 carries the time-delayed message.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

It is the linking of the spaces 
that gives their relative rotation

Neither has Coriolis forces .                                                       
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iii)   Inside  a rapidly rotating  massive cylinder space-time 

inside is flat but in axes that rotate. There are
Coriolis and Centrifugal forces in non-rotating axes.

Classically centrifugal force/m                     .
relativistically c. 3-force/m                                              .

Inside such a cylinder centrifugal force is induced on 
a  STATIC  particle!
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iv)If a rotating gravitational wave packet  either ’cylindrical’
or spherical comes in from a large distance and then
‘bounces’ out due to its angular momentum it will

not reach the origin and the flat space near there is 
untouched.  BUT the angular momentum of the Wave 

‘instantaneously’ rotates that flat space relative to infinity.  
An observer inside will feel NOTHING but when the wave 
has gone he will see the heavens have apparently rotated!

Gravitational waves have no Matter tensor 
so this demonstrates that the inertial frame is not 
determined by the MATTER in the Universe but

by its angular momentum (and energy).



Can we rotate inertial frames without any Stress-Energy
Tensor?    YES with rotating Gravitational Waves!





v)   A massive spherical shell can be partially supported by
its particles all having equal magnitude of angular 

momentum. Such a shell can fall from infinite radius
and then bounce out again.  If such a sphere has a weak

rotation it will cause a rotation of the inertial frame
inside, very similar to that of the rotating gravitational 

waves just discussed. (W. Barker et al )



 The locally induced effects predicted by Mach
are all present. This must encourage us in

the belief that Mach was right and all motion is 
relative. 

IS  SPACE-TIME  ITSELF ONLY THERE
DUE  TO  ITS  CONTENTS ?



The angular momentum within a surface can be 
determined from outside. In a CLOSED universe

of hyper-spherical topology this implies that the total
angular momentum is zero.*

Is the Universe closed?
Despite precision cosmology this question remains OPEN!



Mach believed that if all masses were removed
there would be no inertia.

In General Relativity                            .
If in a CLOSED universe the RHS is reduced

then the universe gets smaller and lasts less long. 
When nothing is left space-time disappears.

No space, no time, no INERTIA! *

*‘Mach’s principle from the relativistic constraint 
equations’  LBKB 1995 MNRAS,272,150

Gµ⌫ = Tµ⌫ + ⇤gµ⌫



Sadly Joseph Katz is no longer with us, but his work,
 his humour and his sense of fun live on!



If in Cosmology you think the kinetic energy
should be calculated relative to the Hubble flow,

then you would take                             .
Using Lagrange’s equations one gets from 

which gives a fictitious force or lambda term.
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Minimising ⌃i⌃j
mimj
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We find the minimising Omega obeys I.⌦⇤ = J
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and     is the inertial tensor about it*
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